For over 90 years, Safran Electronics & Defense is an established leader in the development and manufacture of integrated handheld, mounted and precision solutions for observation, detection, geo-positioning and targeting.

Safran Electronics & Defense is the sole company to master in-house Thanks to its comprehensive capabilities from modules to systems Safran Electronics & Defense constantly upgrades its critical technologies in order to provide the lightest and reliable state-of-the-art solution for fires support missions.

COMBAT PROVEN
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE

JFSS FOR DAY TIME
- Ultralight weight: 3.2 KG*
- Direct view
- TLE CAT 1

JFSS FOR ANYTIME
- Ultralight weight: 3.8 KG*
- Multispectral
- Multimedia & digital connectivity
- TLE CAT 1

REDUCED SENSOR-TO-SHOOTER TIMELINES
- Minimized set-up time
- Point accuracy up to TLE CAT 1 @ 4.5 km
- Fully trustable coordinates

HIGH INTEROPERABILITY
- Open architecture
- Easy integration across C4I networks
- User friendly

FLEXIBLE SYSTEM TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
- Lightest system on the market
- Modular system
- From direct view to multispectral digital connectivity

OUR STRENGTHS
- Intelligence
- Surveillance
- Target acquisition
- Reconnaissance

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE